Role of timer and sizer in regulation of Chlamydomonas cell cycle.
To estimate the role that time and size had in controlling the Chlamydomonas cell cycle, we used a new on-chip single-cell microcultivation system, which involved the direct observation of single cells captured in microchambers made on a thin glass slide. The dependence of the pattern of energy supply for cells on its cell cycle was examined through a series of different intensities of continuous illumination in a minimal medium, and we found that cell division occurred when cells reached the critical size, which was 2.2 times larger than that of the newly created cells. When illumination stopped before cells reached the critical size, even though growth had stopped, they continued dividing during the delay time, which was shorter when cells were larger. With re-illumination after darkness, cells began to grow again and the timing of cell division was again controlled by the critical size. This indicates that the co-existence of two cell cycle regulation mechanisms and the sizer mechanism had a stronger influence than the timer.